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I: Now this is testing this tape. This is an interview with 

Norman Bromberger. It's the fifth of November, 1992, and the 

interview is in Dearban. Norman I thought that maybe we would 

just start a little bit with you know your background your 

political background and if you could look at a little bit at 

maybe what you would have got as informative purposes shaped 

to the degree I wanted to do this shaped the mind set or you 

know the amusement views that you had before you went into the 

ARM so I am going to leave you with that very general 

question . 

NB: Yes. 

I: And if you can you know start as early as you wanted parents 

school whatever. 

NB: Yes. I think my parents is where to begin with and my father 

was an English man born in London came out of the missionary 

the more eastern transport came to Muscat cross school and so 

on the fringes so but had already served time i n the first 

world war as a pessimist refusing to fight so although both of 

them and my mother was a very strong-minded woman for t unately 

with____________ Oh both of them were paid very 

political in a formal sense and they were a friend of 

who believed ha they were citizens of the 
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heavenly kingdom. 

I: Kingdom yes. 

NB: And would refuse to vote and so forth. They were principled 

took their religion immensely serious and I grew up in a life 

setting sanctuary of religion like religion of this kind I 

mean literally so exaggerated you know they were extremists in 

certain senses I mean I never went to the seminar to you know 

I was not good to other boys hands educated at home and I 

began to manage that kind of extensionist. 

I: Yes. And real rejection of the simpler world. 

NB: Correct. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But the English thing and the missionary thing carried over on 

my father's side to a to a non-racialism so that he was set 

apart from south African practices to some extent and he had 

you know the odd fringe friend when he moved down to Cape Town 

which is where I grew up and my mother came around to the same 

way of thinking and so when exploit Cliff came mission which 

is what they belong to and which in that phase the general 

secretary was Ben Seaman's brother ha. 

I: Ha. 

NB: Segregation that is to say we formally segregated mixed 

assemblies and then the cape they were coloured and they and 

I grew up in a mixed assembly. 

I : Yes. 
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NB: Probably. They segregated them and the wine went whites went 

club stick and leave the currents behind and non-white members 

only had associate vote associate membership in other words 

did not have a vote to the contrary bodies. My parents left 

and that meant leaving your parents behind and no you know so 

I grew up in that kind of environment and picked up so that 

then I joined a little group which was primary coloured 

people. 

I: What kind? 

NB : Oh lower middle-class women who worked in clothing factories 

in and where supervisors were skilled cutters or people who 

worked tilers and carpenters and many of them were whites a 

generation of keyed back in the political 

but I grew up with what was fundamentally 

a coloured group with my parents in a vagrant type of 

organization a black work organization. 

I: Yes. 

NB: My parents took to me being the pasture of this here. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And so you know that said to me clearly I remember there was 

story saying that I was that was ominous as a child. Yes. 

I: That is fascinating yes. 

NB: And I can remember having to take a decision on a Sunday we 

would have you know the church meeting and come out at the 

same time as people came out of a white methodist church just 
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down the street. There were people from my school there and 

I could remember the day on which I registered the temptation 

not to go outside with the coloured kids and to be playing 

outside when these people and resisting it and saying I will 

not do that. 

I: Yes. Yes. 

NB: You know. 

I: That is interesting. Let me just a supplementary questions on 

that well your father then made a living if you are talking 

where as ----------
a possum as a _ ______ as a preacher. 

NB: No. No. I believe he didn't make actually no he was an 

accountant without being chartered I mean he he had to give up 

his art course when he went you know to German war first world 

war but then he came out and he worked for the Quaker 

Organization and when everybody left he was in fact as a 

youngster running a huge organization so he got experience 

there which got him into business. 

I: Yes. 

NB: O.K. so my father you know had a life had a life of business 

or for a small property company or something which he managed 

but that was a world over there which we had very little of 

but that is how he paid the bills. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And then spare time and so on was put into various very 
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religious functions. Yes. 

I: And was that a sort of middle-class lower middle-class life? 

NB: Ah you know I suppose it was kind of middle middle but they 

lived somewhat below you khow what how they might have lived. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Natural materials down in the living room but ---------

because they gave little money away I mean to reJ.igious ways 

of 

I: ________ to appetizing of some kinds. 

NB : Yes but more than doubting and then inside families on both 

sides my father had done some a bit over older separate 

branches and say he helped out. Plus there was this an 

awkwardness about I think of that not you know of kind of 

living well as women wind was only so many 

you 

know that kind of English money. My mother was quite strong 

about it. 

I: _________ ________ Yes. 

NB: And anyway they had they did not live a social life of 

interaction with business people and so on. So there wasn't 

that reason to maintain to to understand. 

I: Yes. Their world was the world of the church community then . 

NB: That is right. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Except that there was not much social interaction there either 
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you met as religious but there were very frequent meetings you 

know two meetings a week and then on Sunday at least too a n d 

then sometimes on Saturday and you know but the people lived 

across the peninsula so the meeting kind of circulates its own 

way thing. 

I: You know but it is very intense and the number of issues yes. 

NB: Oh yes extremely so yes. 

I: You know your number 

strongly too 

outside the home then. 

NB: No. 

I: No. 

and your mom s h e did not work 

NB: She had articulated worked both of them with the fist child in 

the family to manipulate so they were the youngest two and my 

mother of six and they were four . 

I: Yes. 

NB: And in both cases clearly had the capacity to go to university 

but the family had said no we cannot afford it at least not at 

this stage. My mother was a very proud woman in some ways 

because refuse go to teachers' training college and she is 

going to be a teacher soon I mean you know the general article 

of greed. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So it ended up as a as a secretary in business and sort of 

going to night school which like everybody seemed to do in 
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those days if you were an immigrant and wanted to get on and 

you went to the Click on Tick and she spoke as though she 

found what she loved when she eventually by accident and hit 

the road and started doing Roman- Dutch and things like this. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And then had a break I think she was a very highly strong 

woman same time class and then my father who was fifteen years 

older than she was came into her life . It was a long 

engagement and then marriage. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So she never developed any career at all. I think she had 

quite a good life but it was a kind of wears about it in mind 

and you feel like a Tom Wicket sort of bond. 

I : Yes. 

NB: Which he then brought to the scriptures which she knew no 

Greek no letter I mean Hebrew or anything but here was that 

thing and you had come ordinances and what not until my mother 

sit herself to decide for herself of all the big questions. 

You know if you are not saved did you go to hell forever or 

would God ask that not to be redeemed or mankind that my 

father believed and what had inherited but then some of one 

else goes in. 

I: Yes. 

NB : Like she said hersel f pages and pages every can see book text 

that is relevant to this written art and you know I use to 
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wake up at night and it would be a light under my mother's 

door and that she was working in the lab trying on this kind 

of stuff. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So my mother was immensely intense in that kind of way . 

I: Yes. 

NB: Also you know extremists in the sense that my father agreed 

but he never pushed it was what you know that they can fit 

across authentic cross ___ never believed in divine healing 

and that kind of stuff but believe that you know you have to 

you have to be consistent about it so you did not go to the 

doctors and my father died at sixty-six because he had a boil 

on his back you know which became blood poisoning and 

eventually he went into a comma and died you know because one 

shot of penicillin would have cleared it up. My moth.er ended 

up with you know otosclerosis on her leg for years and years 

you know hobbling around but she would not ______ have any 

ointments or I mean lonely lowly are difficult to handle. 

I: Yes sure. 

NB: But you know she refused to it and but it was integrated. 

I: Sure they lived their faith in a far sense then. Far sense 

yes. 

NB: That is right yes. 

I: She was British as well 

NB: Born in a South African but I think you know a few years after 
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the family arrived they were post-world war immigrants you 

know in 190·4 some of the future for this other Pacific 

Railways so my grandfather on that side was a I think he had 

come down a little ah but you know from his but I am not sure 

about that but he was a skilled I mean he was not a coach 

builder for the South African Railways because with the 

Woodstock Work Shops. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But again the self-improving sort of you know and the 

workmen's institute near eating lectures and ----------
chemistry and his science 

I: Yes . 

NB: And ran again the religious some way there on around the they 

built workmen they built their own things and I had a bit of 

township called Goodwood in my mind northern suburbs now in 

but France Hector. 

I: Yes. 

NB: It actually connected with my father's husband captain this 

Goodwood was you know the rice schools the way they let the 

escorts at once start numerous trai 1 ends who came from 

Australia and you know in the first 1870 period and whose 

immigrants corning from various and the other cultures colonies 

to set up the and developed Goodwooq and the rest folks never 

really took off but became a second and they were largely 

English working class people who built their own houses and 
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that type of affairs and my grandfather ran was a delayed 

creature of the presbyterian assembly if you like . 

I: Yes. 

NB! The creatures would come up out and assembly and stay within 

and then he converted to the inter-costal thing with them 

somewhat after everything was moved and ---------- --

I: Probably your mother and your father must have made them 

through this pure pentecostal church yes. 

NB: Yes that is correct they can do it. 

I: Yes. Now one other question on the school l ine changes before 

this was a was a sort of little but incidental but before the 

school man the poor school man brought in his changes was the 

pentecostal church democratic and non-racial? 

NB: Yes. 

I: It was so this was. 

NB: But I think that was yes I don't know that truly I think that 

was true of the Cape but it was true you know in the sense of 

that the coloured people tend to take out a I mean the 

structure of an authority and difference kind of heroism that 

colours tended to shift step towards, 

I: Step back. 

NB: step back and they were then they were that kind of thing but 

I think there was a reasonable membership in the page peg 

trans ball world and else where 
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NB: 

Yes. 

But I began missionary work when I started 

Africans work but 

probably a missionary sit in they we were 

sacred you know for assemblies and so on. 

11 

then there is 

geographically 

I: Sure. Yes. After all actually that was a big shock. Anyway 

yes if you want to take it on from here 

NB: Well you know apart from that and I think it has been 

university in little Cape Town. 

I: Is the next assignment I think yes. 

NB: I had a why do I certainly I had a history master at school 

who was a Pagan Fuegian. 

I: Yes. Where was the a this one school then? 

MB: Winebird Boys 

I: Winebird Boys' yes. 

NB: Ah he encouraged me quite often and helped me I mean I write 

in standard line and in national you can say competition or 

something worth you better be in fifty- one and you know it was 

in a period of the next before reaching through the end there 

was something set up with I think company management and the 

capital called the United South Africa Trust Fund about 1951 

and they it they it makes everything organized you know the 

idea was of union we are now being stricken of 
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interest and I won a national essay competition what actually 

changed that age thing so that I I was in you know not the top 

age group but the given my essay they yes changed them so that 

I was in competition with the top ones. 

I: Yes. 

NB: On the ideals of union I was there and fundamentally were 

building compromises made with you which were now being 

switched to provide all these magnetic streamers so we wanted 

to take away the coloured votes and you know that was all part 

of the historical deal. 

I: Yes. 

NB: He use to have a very strange kind of thing on the one hand ah 

it was very pragmatic you had exams to write and so on and now 

this is the stuff you have to learn and this is how you write 

the essays and we had an alarm clock and you write for twenty

four minutes you know and the alarm clock went off and we 

finished and. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But on the other side we had half of that our time was on 

world affairs and he just did not 

sort of look at this and let ----------
us talk and about four or five of us we had a small class now 

that was about twenty of us . 

I: Yes. 
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NB: That was interesting but a so you know I also because there 

was so much in my life which was arts out and that there was 

no alarm to. My parents I think if it was in the newspaper 

and it was about you know world affairs then it was O.K. 

I: O.K . 

NB : After oh so I think that and my questions that you asked and 

so on and s-o on would be sacred hate to me I think to think 

someone but university was really you know what did it all and 

I remember brought it together and which brought me a cross 

from the religious thing into politics. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And you know they I was actually at work for one thing I was 

what you remembered about me was the speaking you see I 

because I came up through this evangelical thing and I learned 

to speak in an emotional kind of you know as a publicist 

however. 

I: Yes. And in front of groups. 

NB: Yes. 

I: Not many people can do because they are hard. 

NB: You know I can speak on the grand parade you know not that I 

did it very often . 

I: But you did. 

NB: I had done that you know . 

I: Yes. Fascinating. 

NB: And began to be invited you k now on the circuit of young 
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peoples' meetings and so on and you know the visiting there 

but r think that was more of a high _________ but I came 

back to university developed a kind of you k now on the one 

hand a fascination with all this the politics and students 

statues and so on and when the soc and so on a nd I can 

remember the seeing the SOC for the first time l ike when I 

arrived and they were up there and there was a girl with 

remember Jenny the certain afternoon sun comes through and 

there is a guy called Benny Sex. 

I: Oh yes. 

NB: Benny Sex is the most brilliant you know of those little guys 

and I was I was in paddled with those sort of you know my arm 

exactly what it was I think there is alot of energy you can 

serve you know channelled where it is looking for a way out 

and ah I wait went in the over time however with the reserve 

because my parents you know and regard of this system certain 

suspicion. 

I: 

NB: But I built up a base you know in the centre I became Chairman 

of the Student Christian Association and then shortly before 

disaster and then I 

eventually reject of being I was not a 

Christian any longer or you know what I mean? 

I: Yes. 

NB: so that but I mean I built up that base and so when the ant i -
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university of content then began for all the narrow ribbons 

and more Deborah as if she then was i n the world and the you 

know and eventual I was. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I was somebody who A had a squeaky clean image you know and 

people like Nevil never did they were all seniors . 

L: Yes . 

NB: Manipulators and shifters and all not shifters but you know. 

I: Yes that is right. Yes manipulative sort of politicians. 

NB: Politicians. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And I was one so when I had you know the following sense in a 

brief period of ladies and would you know who would vote I 

mean who would give support . 

I: Yes. 

NB: But I mean the actual way that I that I got into things was 

that in my first year I worked my ass off because I was doing 

you know pure applied one by one physics camp and I was doing 

a straight BSC. 

I: Oh you were doing a BSC. 

NB: And you know we had to wait like hell just to get through. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Or to do well at all but then I brought in in my second year 

at UFT we have got to do a BABAC so I took up letter one and 

history one and got you know first some history out of the 
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classroom or Thompson Feminist spoke to me that is fine now so 

you know I brought the words awards down and the BSC are 

completed but it is sort of tailed off. In letter legend one 

I meet Hassan Diversa who by the time of our when I was in 

student politics and you know making a nice even speeches was 

with Nevil Alexsandra the leading. 

I: Oh yes. 

NB: The leading unity movement man on the UCT campus and the 

Russia was the end pellet guy in the A group in Latin one and 

I developed this extraordinary of warm, intense, personal 

friendship and he was you know serious unity movement scale. 

Marxist tough scale of a sort 

I: Yes. 

NB: Sort and I use to go and spend time with him you know in 

district six on the weekends sometimes. 

I: And go to any UM meetings as well. 

NB: I did. The New York Fellowship sure 

I : Yes. 

NB: But was immediately thrown as that ____ time was from the 

extraordinary remark that the wind plows right you know into 

my face here there and I read a book on logic you know blacks 

like I hear rocks smashing through and I feel alright and some 

how Nevil questioned that the liberal terrorized -------

I: Yes I do not know. 

NB: ___ _____ how I cannot have I cannot understand but I 
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didn't I hadn't. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I looked at it as you know they were the fundamental 

postulates of a difficult biblical kind of thing and once you 

question the postulates the whole something truck and why did 

I believe it and well of course I have never have reached 

erased that question and I thought I saw all sorts of things 

were then on a new first period and on my second, third, 

fourth year at IST _________ arrived there I began not 

to get elected I would s tand and talk you know. It I was 

called the campus king at one stage because I was always and 

these were the strange guys you see you know usually have the 

that board and we remember that strange united it was still 

next to him because the professional schools have not 

developed fully in the upper parts universities and so doctors 

and lawyers and engineers and people like that you know were 

still active ____________________ of the 

economy . 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah who you know voted next into the association. Now on the 

other hand you know you hav e the CP lot the Benny Sex's and 

what not and a whole sort of thing in between with the 

Rhodesians they are quite strongly and they have a strong 

liberal business you know hurling and what not. 

I: Yes that is right . 
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NB: And you know in much fall ah these guys I mean the call of 

justice there did talk to us. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I guess I see prisons you know to have a life first _____ _ 

after our front line 

I: Yes that is right yes . 

NB: You know citizens ___ ________ you know great you might 

get this martyr stuff going on which I do not get very much 

involved in but the political thing came I mean slowly 

obviously I was aligning myself with liberal I was a liberal 

politician. 

I: Yes. But you didn't know it at that time. 

NB: But I yes but I went into this engagement you know with the 

unity movement. 

I : Yes . 

NB: And then was in district space at times because I was not 

equipped really to handle all of this . 

I: Sure. And they were attacking your fears and at least fine 

equity 

NB: But and I had a perspective a radical perspective on you know 

I how to look at the social political literature and beyond 

anything I learned about the class yes well and then again I 

think it was about what would it have been it would have been 

like arrived in '53 so for four, five about you know let it be 

known about '55 into '56 that Nevil and Earl had emerged no I 
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mean no actually exclusively recruited and ----------
T: To actually to the liberal party after the SRC. 

NB: Yes. Now at that stage no neither to the kind of cactus MC 

University of Buffalo Bill founded new thing and I would have 

first mentioned he came to let us stretch one that is coming 

legislation bringing forth. 

I: Do you remember discussions with them in which they would try 

to _________ persuade them ________ _ 

NB: I remember a night yes there was a guy called Silverman who 

was Canadian and some people ought to say that the day the CRA 

and ARM. 

I: I am not sure. He was a very mysterious figure. 

NB: And a very mysterious figure. 

I: Yes. Can you say something about him? 

NB: No just that death might be with he had been visiting in Cape 

Town. 

I: Oh really. 

NB: And we went to it was the first time I went to Nevil's house 

his father's place it was probably generally yes. 

I: Yes. Was he a senator at that time stage? 

NB: Yes and they you know the three of them but Nevil and Earl 

doing the talking trying to persuade me to I am not quite sure 

what they were putting to me but would I speak would I. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I you know said well I am not sure I was these human 
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rights you talk about how do I know what human rights said by 

following if all these questions _________ _ 

NB: You know you say that I did not have a how to handle and I was 

backing off either for you know the reason for of marriage 

connections and so o n all because I genuinely walk was puzzled 

and was nervous really at having to commit myself it was kind 

of weird. Also anyway. 

Yes . Can we just hold I wondered what I have heard but 

wouldn't I hear the bell I thought I heard a service just 

going with us continuation of the tape. 

NB: Oh. 

I: And you have that evening where you remember talking about 

something sort of liberal principles in a way. 

NB: Yes. Oh I think you know if I look back I was clearly hated 

there yes. 

I: Ha. 

NB: Yes given that all sorts of things a little mother about 

little boy and a big boy with a number of things going with 

him and wishing vicious because one of the you know feeling my 

strengths and my and there were people wanting me. 

I: Getting the public recognition. 

NB : For it yes. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But I had difficulties you know with the deaf I mean my I mean 
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my closeness to the Russia because either that year or the 

next they came back into university politics some years back 

when the running sepal was there Vick Vessels guesses had 

actually been on the soc the unity movement but then they 

boycotted where they were staying some time and t h en came in 

on the university of part ___________ stuff as 

congress democrats did as well snipping a us on the ledge left 

saying that t here are you know the liberal position was not 

strong enough because it was ducking the issues going through 

academic principles rather than the truth kind of a piece of 

nature or high education was being structured there was you 

know all that kind of thing and I was worried enough about all 

of this assu ming you know honest enough simply because I did 

not know what else to be then on the type _______ of bow 

I thought about it you know to this day to really be quite 

worried and I mean there came a day of because it was probably 

1 56 we were in there was a mass meetin g and you know the 

liberals were doing the text Mary Alexandra as far as I 

remember. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And I mean I there was an actual Vicker Mills who is now a man 

in Portland maybe in psychology to me meet the big tall Jewish 

fellow who might know. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Who actually came along and pleaded with me you know to come 
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and speak. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And at that point I mean there was actually an existential 

point you know I mean I would have said yes I walked out and 

spoke through to all the motion and against. 

I : Yes. Being young 

NB: I said give us six months. 

I: Yes. 

NB: We need to put together enough of a consanguinity - -----

to be able to but you know began by saying I see the points 

out of this actually and this won people over by being honest 

enough in that kind of way in which only the politicians have 

as a little group been able to do you know were capable of 

being giving what real bate not to but I was a new man and it 

was easier to you know to do that sort of thing so. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So at that point I was in fact have made my you know 

commitment to them and in the midst mileage you know I have 

got on the HLC . 

I: Yes. 

NB: Binging was on after that stage after a long career and it 

finally got on the air so I see Janice Wool was on actually 

vice-president and they will they fill out that kind of 

centre. 

I : Yes. 
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NB: Centre left kind of thing went apart and in the next year's so 

election I took the pole and became two genesis places by as 

vice-president and that stage David Clam because Nevil was 

around you know I don't know David Raison my 

I: My closest friend in that 

NB: Is that right? 

I: Yes. 

NB: So interesting. I like David very much. 

I: Oh a great guy. 

NB: I met him years later in tbe '70s after he had been in 

Rhodesia and come down after. 

I: How long had h e been in Rhodesia? 

NB: In an awful occasion I mentioned in 

in the 1970s life ------- ---------- -------

you know he was an established professional man and a sort of. 

I: Yes. Solid and yes. 

NB: Decorous and all this and I was frightened and I was not 

talking and this kind of a person you know in the middle of a 

of an affair and drinking because we don't have to came back 

and I started in tbe '70s and we were drinking quite alot. 

I: Yes . 

NB: It was just awful you neither had of us no reaper report so. 

I : Report so . 

NB: Report between us yes anyway it was under David you know. 
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I: Yes. 

NB: But see the other thing T canno~ a~ a personal level it is 

crucial and 

through the 

I: Yes. 

for some reason or 

Russia and so 

other because I have gone 

forth and South Africa 

NB : I mean Merlin Nevil was essential to this project because we 

have this really strange threesome I mean I think Nevil 

actually liked me . 

I: Very much. He still does. 

NB: He would come and and he. 

I: And he would do that yes . 

NB: I mean he does it to lots of people but he would then do this 

weird thing that Merlin was his girlfriend and she laid siege 

to me you know and eventually got me and he some how looked 

through it right you know without rejecting me I mean. 

I: Yes . 

NB: He it was helped by the fact that he would go off until he had 

his proud which ever came oh. 

I: Oh he use to drive around with his girlfriend. 

NB: But you know ah. 

I: Yes . 

NB: I'd well like you know it was a bit like the bus in and the 

intensity of these languages . 

I: Yes 
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NB: Another little man I was sort of big man and but he was much 

easier than ____________________ was and 

actually placing his diminishment management you know. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And then of course you know that maybe my first ever 

girlfriend . 

r: Yes. 

NB: And that was a whole new thing. 

I: Wonderful yes. 

NB: And she was intensely involved you know in the organization 

close to Bennies and Nevil was away and so getting 

to where I was you know in my involvement and I saw men going 

to two new success conferences and seventy-seven of seventy

eight I think ah as leader of Cape Town and with the 

litigation and so on that had to do with the text never had 

been before that stage and the last president first and any 

related to this 

I: Yes 

NB: Both stages and that seventy people actually 

just remember it. 

I: That is right. Yes. 

NB: Plus the guys who made money you know and all kinds of people 

who are love birds that's the man I have that I have in mind 

actually yes. 

I: 
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yes it is my right vice-president in the 

SSRC president you know. Well he went to the dog crooked at 

one point didn't he I wonder if he is selling still in South 

Africa I he never even know it. 

NB: Anyway you know that got me through to what the later part of 

1978 or you know by that which stage at 1977 I managed to get 

out my academic stuff in back on track and go to a place by 

office. 

I: Yes. 

NB: In history. 

I: 1958. 

NB: Sorry 1958. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And that got me my an overseas scholarship and that was the 

bright cane _________ you see 

I: You see it didn't become the SR secrets at that time yes. 

NB: No no in fact no in fact you know my characteristic military 

middle- class my hopeless administrator and my personal kiosk 

you know type the things I would be going through in this life 

course a struggle to one of my religion original things I do 

not know that were still with you practically by the well my 

1958. 

I: 

NB: _______ I throwing in the towel. 

I:_ Yes. 
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NB: With all the definite information of my parents. 

I: This must be very painful for them. 

NB: So you know I mean I you can remember from the pinnacle as I 

said briefly and late in 1956-57 early '57 by '58 as I said by 

being on a NIC NRC meeting and being proposed for somewhat 

whether you know committee and being actually out voted by it 

you know some commodity and so on running city simply and so 

on simply because yes I was not. 

I: You were not performing you were not getting the good job 

done. 

NB: Yes that is correct . And! think maybe you I want a pension 

speech but you know it was one of the necessities of the 

I: It was tough for you. 

NB: It was a business organization anyways and I would was not up 

to much in that kind of way and so now I did not have the time 

to come through the -----------
I: Yes. Yes . 

NB: And I very much I think was at home as there was very some 

relevance at that I remarked afterwards taking a strong 

leadership being a number two was the thing that I put i t into 

well there you know on the religious side I was so dominated 

in the sense that the kind of relativity little educated with 

the 

I! Yes. 
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NB: People that who were in the NCA that you know I had to leave 

and such and when it came and anyway I have had a life time of 

investment of which I could use. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But in something like politics where I was you know a new born 

and knew very little and was in fact quite punched 

flatterghasted of this I just I behaviour apart and pretty 

uneasy because for some of us. I was very happy to take the 

leadership from somebody who might make a like Nevil. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Who because he liked me we had a relationship where I could 

have a certain amount of independence and I could argue with 

him again -----
I: Yes. 

NB: You know together so there was an input so I but I you know I 

did not have to make that a decision. 

I: Yes. 

NB: you know that was much easier --------- - --------

for me. 

I: When did your official break with your O.K. religion come 

What time did 

you sort of grow and tell you:r parents was -----------
I no longer believe? 

NB: I can't actually put in a world war world that was the end of 

'56 or into '57 but there abouts. 
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I: In the second or the third year. 

NB: No no in the had I mean I went in '53 so I had three, four, 

five , six. I had about four years of Christian actually in 

two years of leadership of the OCA and then you know it was 

off to that so for another half a year but I finally decided 

that I could not or I was in a very exposed position ever 

since that was I while you know when I think that I believed. 

I : Yes. 

NB: I arranged it well we have got to take the attack to the enemy 

you know so I mean you know people from the Worl d Student 

Christian Federation probably from the ICA _ __ UCA Latin 

American called Vulgar Goland but I remember coming and I gave 

great you know and the whole Venice you know to sort of get 

people to visit here here was a more intellectual sort of a 

character. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So I was up there I was it was difficult for me just to juggle 

on I either went on high exposure proclaiming the Christian 

faith or I have said I have lost the argument or I have lost 

whatever you want and else it was you know and so that is what 

I did. Doctor Ted wanted in a sense that I chuckled on for 

about three, four months. 

I: Yes. Of course. 

NB: To finish off a term and then hand over but you know. 

I: Yes. Let us go to the eighth grade and you get the 
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scholarship and you go to Oxford in '58 or '59. You do not 

stay in particularly involved powerful in South African 

politics at that point or? 

NB: No. No. Could say '61 was a very very care 

I: After '61 you go for three years yes. 

NB: __________ and then I go for two I managed to get a 

third year and I did another bachelor degree but shifted to 

EEP and -----------
1: __________ yes. 

NB: With the intention of doing philosophy. 

I: Yes your shifting. 

NB: Why philosophy because that is a religious question and as for 

the important things those are the important questions but I 

could make no progress at all and I was entitled personal pay 

offs I mean I never lived away from home and or started 

offending my mother. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I could not even get my bloody laundry done you know it would 

lie in my room I mean for half a for several months yes. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Yes I my stuff just moulded and I know I never washed a little 

that kind of stuff which was ethnic for me so you know six, 

seven, eight years and in June. 

I: Did you get tough through that? 

NB: In my first year suddenly yes I mean I wanted to commit 
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suicide you know I was never all that close to it but I spent 

hours thinking it you know and of course I went to the movies 

and there was all this world of French movies and I would I a 

kind of bleakness a sort of stuff coming powerfully across you 

khow you may treasure doing all of this ________ which 

I mean I know quite alot about her she on case fled from 

alcoholics and I try to help £rem you know there is alot of 

kind of stuff I knew about her but some how I had a different 

feel about it and I yes so that I would I really you know I 

mean Oxford are really good for me to me very unstructured 

well it is not quite true apart from the deplorable. 

I: Yes. 

NB : you know we even got a lecture and 

I: Yes nobody cares. 

NB: Yes and I could just survive you know and may one the old 

jupettant a very close friend and that would be in Hamilton 

and alot of people would be in Hamilton for me peace. You 

probably have beard about of him he attempted to publish a 

book with Random House on Selinger's writing years it was a 

couple of years back. 

I: Yes. 

NB : And Selinger went to court and emerged from his recluse . 

I: Cocoon yes. 

NB: And say that although the letters which hav e been used in the 
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foreign public depository libraries he still had copyright and 

the case you know went through various stages and it was lost 

I mean went through Hamilton West Street. 

I: They lost it! 

NB: Yes. 

I: Who. 

NB: Yes and then he wrote a book about the experience. 

I: Yes. 

NB: In fact I mean Hamilton was a strange town I do not know what 

could have been modernized . 

I: It was English? 

NB: Yes from the North farthest parts but again a really intense 

ah he wanted to be a playwright or a clear lathery man which 

ever comes closer and so I came very much under his influence 

again a little strong one for the men who knew his wa.y around 

he came like hell smoked like hell was poisoned to women who 

drew them to him and this kind of intensity he had and the 

other and those are strange romantic people love affairs that 

he had German girls this whole old British army on the right 

who had no emotional spirit when I got lost that showed people 

on the nationals service who was in Germany and also we were 

coming to university and there was this blond girl he had 

pictures of all around you know his room oh he was desperately 

in love with her. 

I: Yes. 
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NB: So in that time I think I mean you know I have had my first 

drink at that in fact so I smoked and. 

I : You saw your first movies? 

NB: Yes I went to movies five, six, times a week y ou know liberal 

p~rty so that would keep me going actually for quite awhile? 

I: Alot of good it takes there too I mean. 

NB: You know my second day you know I of course it was strangely 

enough there is a girl called she is the twin 

I: Margaret Rattle. 

NB: Not Margo Rattle. But . 

I: Not Margo Diana. But. 

NB: Diana Rattle yes. 

I: I know Diana. 

NB: And she ah. 

I: You met her early in England. 

NB: No I met her at UCT . 

I: Yes UCT I would have thought. 

NB : Although she had me a bit extraordinary lady ladies you know 

because I was actually making speeches or waiting on the head 

which actually comes I would come and then when I went to 

Oxford and then she arrived and her sister good girl and 

eventually you know a relationship developed. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Because she was extremely kind, nurturing and caring and 
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provide a matter of a kind of sad story sick story problems 

and knew you know and as kind of tell him Quebec and 

chemical 

background and kind of over worked and then all this kind of 

stuff. 

I: Yes. Background yes. 

NB: All this kind of stuff but I think that was a good time I mean 

I think it was good for her too. 

I: Yes. 

NB: The chance the intellectual kind of thing and that was where 

you know she was for being such a trimmed friendly girl who 

didn't really know really what she wanted to do or anything 

that kind of vision sick sit over an academic kind of life or 

career. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And anyway you know alot of that sort of delayed this and this 

ought to be handled. 

I: Yes. 

NB: All I did politically was I think that I reached a found the 

union impossible I it didn't matter what I believed about the 

steel emotionalization of all this kind of stuff and in anyway 

it was the fancy side of emotion for given the child at that 

stage it was only involved you know from a different kind of 

way again ah but I did a certain amount of reading and I was 

studying you know because it spectates of economic history and 
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a number of these kinds of things so I kicked you know the 

lions ah I found economi cs horrible so that you know I mean 

philosophy on are not interesting. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So you know politics was actually the one thing that went 

through the historical background that we had I had intrigue 

to it and economic history made some flavours of the peace but 

you know I wrote to Keith and teaching students to 

watch them grow up to 

1960 reactor of peace kind of a surprise being you know taped 

and analyzed to for student journal and the African situation 

I : The South African situation yes. 

NB: Yes. But nothing very active as far as I remember and when 

the first stuff on boycotts or whatever are injured and that 

has been kind of long thing came along I was still against the 

boycott and you know set in a television interview which were 

shot in somebody's room and say is Michael Lipton preferably 

that _________ with who is still away . 

I: Yes. Oh yes. 

NB : Being crowed you know and I did not get to talk of you know 

the program ____ _______ __ _ ________ and I just 

sort have been the background and in principle school and so 

there was very little politics there but I did I mean South 

African politics but I did you know I was on labour put back 
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on labour which was made a transition which would enable 

anyone where I mean they read in the new states man you know 

and the line was made some kind of social democratic sort of 

thing . 

I: Yes. 

NB: Socialism I always had problems with from I mean by the time 

that I got back Jenkens you know Gloria Jenkens. 

I: Yes right. 

NB: Gloria Jenkens had a common sort of quality and really I mean 

just jumping ahead just a little but I never got much beyond 

cross land visits . 

I: Yes. 

NB: Yes I mean cross land visits was a kind of position that I got 

to by the mid- sixties but which I have got into during that 

period without any very systematic you know studying and all 

tjlose worth but going to the odd meetings with Steven Nevil 

and reading and so on that was actually I think was whatever 

I had made me that that was something I could go along with. 

I: Yes . 

NB: The only kind of exception to that them is I suppose was you 

know the universities and left review which became part of the 

new left ah the Cuban revolution was the something that the 

people were excited about and here was a non-Stalingness so it 

seemed in more '59- '60 . 

I: Yes that is right . 
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NB: With Latin American continuity and you know sort of 

I: Yes. Yes good for music and dancing isn't it? 

NB: And I actually got myself to say to myself well oh alot 

and if Americans invade I will ~------

enlist you know to thin the this thing. 

I: Sure this revolution yes. 

NB: I am not quite sure of I have got to cross the end of them but 

I do not know --------

I: But still it might have been the beginnings of leaning to 

things towards things like the ARM anyway yes . 

NB: That is correct I think the perfection on of achievement are 

reflection is perhaps taking it too deeply. 

I : Too deeply ha. 

NB: But you know the impact of the kind of myth of that revolution 

head on the IDS IBS I mean that did go through. 

I: Right . 

SIDE B OF TAPE 

I: Now this is side B of tape one of the interview with Norman 

Bromberger continued. Now you were getting into 1961 

basically you have finished your Ph.D. _______ and you 

decide to come back to South Africa leaving Diana I presume in 

England at this point. 

NB: Yes. 

I: And you know what you are coming back to . Do you have a job? 
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NB: Yes out of the blue really I continued a lecture ship in 

history at Rhodes had come up my father had simply been 

cutting you know a my pie and a bit to my surprise given you 

know that I had not really been doing alot of history since I 

had left but I probably would let it constant news 

recommendations or something of like that sort and animated 

reading manual really introductory kind of a job. 

I: Yes. 

NB : I got the post and so far I find myself on the eastern coast 

and which was I knew very little about South Africa actually 

I have been very much on a Western Cape person and hadn I t 

travelled about much or you know I had not had to move. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And that was really a very substantial growth but exciting 

because you know Nevil was in Cape Town my mother was in Cape 

Town and so I would travel down during the holidays from the 

eastern coast and so I saw him fairly often. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And joined the liberal party for the first time yes. 

I: The third time. 

NB: I never formally bothered to join before hand. 

I: Yes . Did you come back before or after Shark though? 

NB: When did Shark come though I do not remember? 

I: Well I am trying to think I am getting confused was it 1960 or 

1961 I think so or sixty alright. 
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NB: I think Shark was sixty . 

I: Oh sixty alright so it would not have had quite a size of the 

finger on you being abroad that it did on people who were 

inside sorry yes excuse me. 

NB: What I do remember is that when I arrived in Brampton the 

branch of the liberal party there the chairman either was or 

had been from now a bishop of the town much more the suspicion 

of Graystone 

I: No. 

NB: His no his suspicion of Graystone concord not home 

I: Not Julian? 

NB: Michael Nuttle. 

I: Michael Nuttle. 

NB : Julian is his brother. 

I : Oh yes . 

NB: He was in the history department at that stage with me. 

I: Oh yes. 

NB: They had taken a battery I think in 1960 you know with the I 

mean it is very of course I was not there 

I mean it is the question after the shock fall 

and then the ANC p ast earnings and work 

I: Yes. 

NB: And various people had been taken in or. 

I: The alot of liberals had ever been taken in and I think you 
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know about the pains had been taken on in and various art and 

so on. 

NB: Up here too yes I mean I am sorry up here too Brown and 

various to have of these people were taken down so that the 

party was not really active at that stage but I think some 

where along the line you know reading Sout h African stuff and 

I cannot remember at what stage I began reading the green 

party and ______________ you know and these kinds of 

things. 

I: Yes. 

NB: The image of the eastern coast cape there is a centre of 

militancy African militancy was again a constructive mythical 

I mean it is real you know but there is a kind of aura about 

it and when I would drive past New Brunswick - -----

I: Yes. 

NB: Or one would drive in from Grand Stand of see the lights on 

the hill there in the dark I would really you know was 

reacting to that romance of mass power and that kind of thing 

which I got some introduction to once I made bear to 

transparent see who was in the liberal party but some one 

older than I was ten years older than I was but not married at 

that stage a bachelor of evil fancy car and had been at Oxford 

now who were they? 

I: 

NB: Long before they came yes and you know I just found that you 
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know at the social level of kind of drinking a bit and saying 

fuck you know and this never stops which I wanted to do and 

some I mean that was Hamilton reserve it was part of us that 

I have ever done that. 

I: ________ yes . 

NB: I also presume that it was reactive to my extreme kind of 

curtains and so on anyway you know it was close to Terrance 

and he threw the Fort Hire Ray connections but he would be in 

Fort Hay and thrown out of but at least they l ived when Fort 

Hayworth was taken over. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah had connections in Fort Elizabeth and you know with Black 

young activists and so on and I remember you know going to my 

first meeting with the group occur presumably have been in 

1961 or 1962 after we have won a Bell Prise there were a 

series of rallies to celebrate this day you know even though 

MC was bad band and so but formally ah another of my first 

mass rally that I ever went to in the Edmonton Marshall show 

agricultural show grounds you know in Port Elizabeth and the 

first time that I cannot trust a scan of Black people singing 

political songs and an old lady as that we drove in sort of 

just doing what some kind of you know 1960s toy toy you know 

all I around the middle of the and that you know had a very 

strong kind of impact on the how much it blew me away you know 

I cannot remember but I was think I was impressed by that 
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sense of of the power as it seems humbers here of the apparent 

ease of mobilization here and that kind of context through 

here and then you know the excitement also of being taken to 

see governor Baker Becky again true clearance was the context 

and then we had are all Murriel ad whatever i t was cal led and 

by that s t age you know new era was not at all new age. 

I: New middle age yes hypotheses. 

NB: Yes you were gone yes . Yes. And for the first time that 

would probably have been 1962 . 

I: Could be yes. 

NB: saying you know in response to the bottle hurry that was 

because that has been at with us at least fifty things 

I: Really it is a quality year. 

NB: We reached peop le that died at the hands of the people who we 

say to us in passing that Clearance and I were quite 

understanding and a man totally there was a man with just 

total silence . 

I: Yes. 

NB: The thought of a man sitting looking at you and j ust in a side 

and saying that applying that people had been killed for 

political reason s I was a it was a shock. 

I: A shock to them. 

NB: Yes. Yes 1962 and you see I think I mean I worked my ass off 

that year and a half because I went rubbed in mid- 1961 '61 or 
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'62. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I was in this junior lectureship program winning mat ch it was 

the head of the class I mean I really had to work it was 

really good for me you know after the English disappointment 

of kiosk . 

I: Of England. Yes. 

NB: I had to get down and mark the scores so I 

stayed up with them actually you know the mystery of marking 

that I had to do bridge good for me in many ways and I think 

there is no question about it I was it as I started to rebuil d 

my life every day today I was looking for other kinds of 

things as well and politics it was clear was a natural change 

from my religious kind of background and so 1962 quite self

consciously al though I was not ashamed of t hose kinds of 

things and I could about you know I had some a rather one 

committee I stick my to revive the branch. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah to get a membership of the about medicine or that frequent 

membership and to look £or activities for ways of movement 

mobilizing sitting but I have said and for me and I mean 

thought it I was quite intense about it and that I have tried 

hard to be less periodic and I have a new little mosquito and 

which I write about and ah grabbed people together but of 

course you know a preposterous scandal branch really you know 
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we I do not know quite how one would characterize who they 

really are there were never people who Stanley something or 

other you know and I have got pictures of some where or worked 

in Saint Andrews or saw such handy men or messengers or you 

know these kinds of people who at some stage or another had 

become friendly with opinions on because there was quite alot 

of action of over the economic thing financial or other kinds 

of independence or so far on leaves some of these people and 

then the others of the 

I: Yes. 

NB: And then the university pictures and so the attempt to hold 

some of the a discussion meetings I mean it was just 

preposterous. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And so that was another reason I think why I attempted to go 

for the mobilization thing or a bit more and I was you know a 

matter of that terrific. 

I: ___________________ to cheese 

NB: Yes. And then it was during that year that I think I first 

heard about the IRA from Nevil one of these trips down. 

I: Down yes. Pathetic too then. Yes. 

NB: And then I think you know if some months later when I returned 

pursued it with you and I am not sure that he was all that 

keen actually are. 

I: Yes. You mean he had actually but he had approached you with 
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NB: No I mean it may have been but he was you know putting out a 

bate . 

I: Putting out a bate yes and to see what your reaction was. 

NB: To see what I wanted to do. 

I: You cannot remember the conversation particularly can you I 

just that just a thought. How it might of gone. 

NB : No . 

I: Yes. 

NB: I think he said a number or so. 

I: Thinking of. 

NB: Oh. Bu t Hexal mention ed that t he pitons pylons or are boiling 

I: To the pylons in December 

NB: To the pylons in December of 1961 was it? 

I: Yes . 

NB: or whatever. 

I: And he gave it a clear sense that h~ was part of a group and 

he was trusting you with t h is knowledge. 

NB: Don't speak of 

I: It h e was obviously stickin g out his neck with you . 

NB: Yes. 

I: It was the end result. 
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NB: But then we were you see we work very close in trying that way 

of seeing the kind of way that I have spoken about and see if 

she did that he had suggested. 

I : Yes of course. And he did not go any further? 

NB: No . 

I: He did not say look we are starting a group in Grand stand 

Town or nothing like that you know? 

NB: No. That is right. I had to pursue it. 

I : Wit 
\ 

NB: And of course partly this experience of getting no where with 

the up there you know the sort. 

I: Yes. Up there the liberal --------

NB: You know the sort of sitting around the liberal. The sort of 

talking sitting around and talking kind of thing . 

I: Yes. 

NB: Plus even my it came to the mobilization mobilize all step you 

know trying to get the rent issues in the coloured township 

and you know and I'd have meetings but I always do it on my 

own I don't you know let me low with other loyal to others 

civil rights ah Clarence wasn ' t into all that kind of stuff. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Because he and I would damage the mission you know I would go 

and sit on the pavement on the steps of African church of 

Saint Andrews you know the boys wal king looking up and down 

looking in disbelief . 
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I: Looking 

NB: Looking in disbelief at and of course making you know from 

Glaciers and to think thing this was far too public and too 

demonstrative for that. 

I: Yes. Yes. 

NB: Yes that came naturally to me through that kind of stuff you 

know so you but also clearly I wasn't getting any where 

although I dreamed of both mass marchers you know through the 

streets of Grand Graham Town or I am not quite sure of what 

they come for but you know getting people perhaps life quite 

what it seemed and ------------
probably isn't said that it wasn't 

impossible but I think it was impossible but I think it was 

impossible probably at that stage in Grand Town. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah I came back to Nevil now I cannot at this stage say which 

month it was but you know I think before t h e end of the year. 

I : Before the end of 1962. 

NB: Yes. Because buying in the end of 1962 in fact I think on 

New Year ' s Eve of 1963 I had my first and only training 

session on Betty Daniell. 

I: Oh Betty. 

NB : Yes in the little white house which Adrian had one of those 

rather ______ railway line and run around the bush from 

here very quickly . 
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I: Oh really in there. Yes. Where was that again? It was. 

NB: It was near called Bank Growth Avenue or something like that 

Road Core Avenue or 

I: Roy Cock? 

NB: Roy Core. 

I: Oh Roy Core. 

NB: ouwooe I am not sure that i t is 

exactly in Roy Core but I think at the bottom but Roy Core 

actually runs into the railway lines I mean just often before 

it hits the railroad line that went through little white 

pocket so by that stage you know I was in . 

I: Yes before. Little white pocket yes. 

NB: And having my first and only as I said kind of t raining 

session on so some where between ah you know September say or 

as early earliest as Jul y I would have been recruited or at 

least pushed a nd therefore. 

I: Yes . 

NB: Said I want to enjoy and then and my memory was is there was 

some he wasn' t so keen about all it after a ll he was kind of 

lean and so on maybe you know he was really assessing the 

possibl e reassessing the possibilities a l l the rest of it. 

I: Yes maybe he felt responsible in a way and . 

NB: Yes yes. 

I: Yes whatever but you eventually. 

NB: But anyway I was I yes. 
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I: You assisted and you said alright then we will go and get some 

training. Yes. 

NB: Yes that is right and then sent said you know I went up and 

was told that there were people up there. 

I: ____ ____ grand style. 

NB: Pure grand style and so there was one meeting really just a 

sort of how are you we are to get caught up there in my study 

we were are oddly enough someone stumbled on must have almost 

stumbled in and I had to but there was the two poems Cohens' 

and a guy called Wade. 

I: I like Wade yes . 

NB: Yes. 

I: So those so you met them Mike Wade. 

NB: Harry. 

I: Harry Cohen and Derek Cohen. 

NB: Derek Cohen. 

I: Derek Cohen as well yes. 

NB: And you know they were the giant boys the Joe Big Birds and 

they wer e the very big dudes you know and they were in grand 

style. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Sort of a sacred control of constituency as of a way wit h 

I: In the way really. 

NB: In a different kind of a world you know. 
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I: Yes . 

NB: But I had not known them wel~ but I knew who they were but I 

Derek I hardly __________ ever seen. 

I: Yes. Yes he was a student at that point. 

NB: Yes. Well the other two well 

I: As well I think you know yes. 

NB: And I think that I recruited one of the three student members 

when Harry Cohen was going to work with the next year in 1963. 

I: Yes. 

NB : When I went to Court Elizabeth ------

I : Yes. 

NB: I was two years attending Court Elizabeth. Yes and he was 

through a girlfriend that I had at the stage as a student I 

have heard of this sort of activist fellow who didn't seem to 

have any political connections but I don't know on the 

republic you know when the republic came in he'd hoisted a 

union jack in the kind of east London city hole or something 

of that sort but it was very casual. 

I: Yes that was years ago. 

NB: No sorry. It was this was a guy whose name one of these 

students who were there the next years and who ran the to 

Swaziland with the Gold Stripes 

I: With the screen it was not Anthony Carter was it? 

NB : No way . 

I: No. 
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NB: His name is Solby. 

I: Solby yes he was I have seen his name in the newspapers yes. 

NB: I know. Yes and I know I mean I why because I 

don't but I he seemed to me to have t he advantage to which may 

many or less of us didn't so he had no substantial observable 

political connections and £or some activities. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And he you know was signed up but at that stage and the group 

of activities was all lie I think in the description of trying 

to. 

I: But just go back to the your first meeting how were you sort 

of given a code name then as well and did you meet I am just 

t h inking of organization. 

NB: Yes. No. 

I: Did you meet Wade and the two Cohens' under code names or did 

you know already who they were? I mean d i d the devil say 

there is t h is guy Mike Wade and he will get in touch with you 

or? 

NB: I cannot remember. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I think that he told me that people would get in touch with 

him and what I cannot remember now I mean Wade I certain ly 

knew who he was. 

I: Who he was of course. Yes. 

NB: When he arrived because I have seen h i m around. I think the 
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two Cohens' I may not have known. 

I: Nb. 

NB: And I cannot remember whether they you know had there land 

straight off I am afraid that is not clear. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I think that Nevil said someone will contact him and then 

you know they would. 

I: But you in a certain sense oh maybe this world word is too 

pretentious but you were in a certain sense a cell of the ARM 

at that point. 

NB: Yes. 

I: Yes and I always wondered were you suppose to have regular 

meetings and? 

NB: Yes well at that stage you know in 1962 because it was late in 

1962 an academic year now kind of running to an end I think 

that at that meeting you know I am now reconstructing I want 

possibilities ________ that we said something like well 

you know I am Luiwegee and carrying it down to Port Elizabeth 

next year oh Harry will be here and I must have passed on 

Selby's name to him and I cannot remember about Harry at that 

stage. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And so it was more a question of saying I mean just sort of as 

Derek put it _ ______ you are not totally alone not at the 

point of this first meeting I suppose. 
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I: Yes. 

NB: But also as to you know what the future held and we were 

actually going to disintegrate the all the things in reverse 

sense and it was Cohen who Harry Cohen as I understand it who 

will next year ah. 

I: 

NB: We had Solby plus two others Julian Gain -------
!: Yes. 

NB: 

I: Plus another person I think from the maybe Carter who then 

became involved with Scot like that _______ yes 

NB: So sort of yes. Because I do know in that year 1963 when I 

was down in there waiting for Queen Elizabeth and we Lorraider 

joined for it so that. 

I: Yes joined for Elizabeth. 

NB: So that there were the two of us there and at some stage I 

recruited ah the liberal party secretary called Betty Moms. 

I: Morns yes. 

NB: Ah. 

I: Who was in named for Elizabeth. 

NB: That is right. 

I: Yes . 

NB: So we had but we knew that Harry was doing things. 

I: Yes who was running. 
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NB: But what exactly he was doing was rather to a degree emotional 

but in Port Elizabeth in 1963 when the three of us were there 

were certainly I mean that he wasn't initially of the we had 

meetings. 

I: Yes. You did ha ha. 

NB: Yes. 

I: So interestingly enough you had very few meetings in 

Gainesville. 

NB: But I think that had to do with the fact that the earlier 

church in touch with each other late in that year yes. 

I : No. Any time yes. 

NB: And that there was no talk of or really of activity activities 

for that year where as in Port Elizabeth I think we did meet 

regularly 

I: Yes and we began to question the contributions towards the 

funds you know ___ _ ___ whether they were 

NB: That is right and the ecology is part of your salary and you 

and how much was that I have always asked I never by the time 

that I was taken in I was the treasurer and that no one came 

to one-hundred and nine rams of or one-hundred and twenty rams 

that would have what we have accumulated and but in for a 

visit 

I: Yes. 

yes . 

NB: Yes but you know in today's terms and the price level is quite 

equal since 
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I: Yes. 

NB: Since 1981 I mean 1980 so if you get back to '60s terms and 

what would be one-thousand rams right now. 

I: It could may be one-thousand rams perhaps. 

NB: At least. It may be more than that. 

I: Yes . 

NB: Now I cannot remember for sure but I mean now I was earning 

one-hundred rams a month you see and I may have been putting 

in ten. 

I: Oh right. 

NB: So I mean that is almost a better tie. 

I: A tie yes. 

NB: Yes . It was not heavy but it was not insubstantial 

I: Yes. Interesting. 

NB: Yes anyway I think I think that and when you know after that 

meeting in of that context contact of in Port Elizabeth I am 

sorry in Gainesville. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Down at the end of the ah I saw the Nevil quite alot and he 

chatted to me at times or when we were in the context contact 

office or nobody offers to go and that would and he would say 

things to me which I would actually worried about because 

actually breaking the soul discipline and so forth just 

because we so I picked up the odd thing at that stage oh I do 
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not know because I can reconstruct anything but if you are 

comfortable with the stage but I mean that for instance Sheila 

Robinson that she who was secretary of over that she was in 

it. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I picked up from her medal ---------

I: From her medal it was really interesting yes. 

NB: Yes and they by the time that I was taken in in 1964 in Port 

Elizabeth she was back there in Port Elizabeth and at one 

stage they really had a go over Sheila and I managed to 

deflect the number of 

I: Yes. 

actually. 

NB: The women are actually it was not Christian but I did not know 

but. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But. 

I: But Nevil was a bit loose-tongued perhaps at that stage yes. 

NB: Yes well no I mean in you know in a sense that I that and I 

think they were they were training things that have either 

been then or before you know are gathered that there was a 

doctor on standby and there were training things and I cannot 

remember exactly at what stage that the you know the kids are 

more come out on the constant the attempts were made on the 

content of 

I: Yes. 
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NB: Do you have those dates? 

I: Not really. I have started got to trying all. I have got to 

try circulate that. 

NB: Yes but you know I have heard bits about that 

about bringing plastic in from overseas and. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I remember when one states is that so saying. 

I: The early are like Ernie is recruiting like crazy up in the 

trans world and somebody said that. 

NB: Well he said that Nevil did. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I but you know it was in passing and they were worried 

about stuff you k now and I but never got back to him about 

that you see and. 

I: Well Ernie was never a member and. 

NB: Well you see I have he had never been charged. 

I: No he never was but in fact he was horrified when h e was 

approached by three --------- on that. ---------

NB: Jesus. Well I would swear that h e said that he is recruiting 

but may have been for something else. 

I: Nevil had to come for Yes. 

NB: Unless he said Vince or and I assumed that there it was only 

and I think he would have said Ernie. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Because I don't know whether Rosemary did she do any 
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recruiting? 

I: Oh yes Rosemary would have oeen recruiting maybe. 

NB: _______ what did she say would just extra conceivable 

I: It could be Rosemary. 

NB: ________________________ corning out but I 

always because what I was interested in was what the liberal 

party lot knew I mean the office parties . 

I: Yes. 

NB: At what stage I became clear that mine was a in 

fine I can't but I didn't soon do I think from 

the Nevil from ------

I: Do yes. Yes . say. 

NB: I think it was really because of our closeness it was actually 

a bit well you know well it would of required a very. 

I: Friendship. Yes. 

NB: You know kind of personality to refuse to I suppose entirely 

you know to say what goes in his mind or what he was worrying 

about all the time. 

I: sure yes. 

NB: Anyway yes so. 

I: He never he never he knew at this stage that you were a member 

of the ARM right? 

NB: Who? 

I: Nevil. 
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NB: Yes. 

r: And I suppose in a certain way he was trying to educate you 

and well not none on those issues I guess I am asking a 

different question was he trying for instance in some sense to 

give you a feel for what was the strategy or the tactics of 

the organization were and what you were suppose to do when you 

went back to east to the eastern cape? Now this is a tough 

question in terms of just having things so long ago. 

NB: Yes. 

I: You see when did he pack up and go I am not sure about that? 

NB: You see I think it was as early into 1963 in other words in 

that at that stage that I am talking about now he I am not 

well I took the storm in London you see that is it . 

I: That is right. 

NB: He I mean he had been a junior lector in Simons Department and 

then he suddenly took this thing in and all and I think that 

that was at that crucial stage who knows when I was just 

getting going my. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I cannot say to that but that is what I think. 

I: Yes. Sure. 

NB: Rather than 1964 which would be the alternative there 

I: Yes. 

NB: Actually because I think that already by because I mean what 
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happened was not at that time period set for it because then 

he had left which and then he had orders that the other man 

and you know was also a member wasn't he and you know there 

were three junior electros that he had in succession. 

I: It wasn 't DeKel 1er and it wasn't Snider. 

NB: No it wasn't DeKell er. No. 

I: And I think the third one was David Welsch who took over from 

them but wasn't the mender. 

NB: No . There had been one before one in between there. 

I: Ah. It wasn't Anthony Drew. 

NB: No and I didn't know her . 

I: Allan Brooks yes that is right. 

NB: Yes that is right. So you have so anyway. 

I: Now that is right . 

NB: So anyway I cannot you know be for sure there a nd but David 

win yes i t is not my ambition that Nevil did at that I have no 

memories of strategic t alks with notes_________ It 

does not mean it didn't would not take place but that is my 

memory. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah and it wouldn't it wouldn't surprise me if in fact it was 

rather suddenly towards the beginning of 1963 that we actually 

hit it out. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I actually think there was some talk the time that you 
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know he put the hand overseas because there was alot of a 

lemon committee and. 

I: He is. Yes. 

NB: You know that kind of kind of talk. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But then he then he officially disappeared overseas and I went 

to Court Elizabeth met Larado and in due course recruited nuns 

and you know in 1964 was going by Cohen Harry Cohen. 

I: Harry came down that is right. 

NB: Who came down and so then again we had a number of meetings 

but in a sense that the three of us who were on the campus 

were meeting quite regularly and I got to know Cohen at that 

stretch because he was not married or so and he had this 

annual --------- sock for a nice girlfriend. 

I: Yes. That is right . 

NB: Ah whom I think like to be dear she I think stayed in 

Gainesville but she would come down from there. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah and you know I slowly got to know him and came to very 

likely immediately kept to her . Larado I was also quite close 

to him. 

I : Yes. 

NB: I liked his wife very much. Ester 

of half in love with her again. 

I: Oh yes. Yes . 
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NB: As I think many people were. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And kind of a weird thing when she was small it seemed to kind 

of climb up 

I : Oh was she. 

NB: On the boards you know one of them those kinds of people. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But I think by then that by that stage what was very I mean a 

number of things that happened I am jumping out as in 1964 the 

first half of 1964. 

I: Sure . 

NB: The second half of 1964 I was essentially inside and it was 

clear that early talk and I mean Cohen and I think they would 

be talking in that kind of way back since 1962 of gorilla 

stuff you know country based and not in a specific area. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Things of this sort were not going to materialize at all you 

know easily. 

I: Yes. 

NB: That throughout 1963 and into 1964 and particularly in 1964 

they were hammering the underground I do not see and in a CP 

that you know we ended up really being the last of her of 

those boys who have lost to survive . 

I: Yes right. 

NB: So one saw around all that that the disintegration of the 
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underground kind of moved in the Port Elizabeth in particular 

people being just rounded up and all sorts of stories too 

about in concentration infiltration buying four wheels here 

call a meeting as of cell leaders and then the whole lot can 

be picked up you know that kind of thing . 

I: Yes . 

NB: Attempts at the western and the eastern peg of direct action 

violent kind of action where were characterized by low low 

take characters telephone wise cap matches in balls of wool. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And it seemed to us therefore that I mean a number of things 

are going on but I mean one of them was a pile of pylon 

exactly like in that was going down. 

I: Yes. 

NB: We would have had you know we would have not been able to do 

it straight off but I mean in principle we were quite set our 

minds to it we could have done it. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And we did actually make one or two trips and we just drove 

around and looked for places and so on . 

I: This find out places 

NB: _______ to look for places and so on. At the beginning 

was there was no liberal constituency in Port Elizabeth 

virtually there were little Black sessions such as there was 

this tidying yes liberal party what not the rest you know was 
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a handful of CID people and it was the ANC. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Their style was fairly characteristic at that stage didn't 

involve pounds more listed and if we would have pulled off 

something like that we would stick out you know virtual funds. 

I: Yes. 

NB: We were all involved except Cohen with the liberal party out 

of the three of us. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I actually had a full moved warning because if the system 

ahead then that would give you a formal warning call you into 

the magistrate so say I have been instructed by the administer 

of justice for to warn you that the activities which you are 

undertaking were ah deemed by him to be controversial of in 

convention of description of eris and not me ah very strange 

and _________ __________ I would call it a panel 

grown groomed he was terribly embarrassed and. 

I: The magistrate was embarrassed. 

NB: He has been was solidly you know looking at me across the 

paper table he he'd be obviously knew it. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Peter Rudder through his liberal party and magistrate 

actually liberal 

I: Yes. And he he yes. 

NB: That had one before me. 
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I: No. 

NB: 

no 

I: No. 

through this 
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and I ------ --------

NB: And he read this thing and I that the greatest difficulty in 

that just kind of burst out laughing in the middle of the 

smoking and then we were. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I mean so we were we would be noticed and those that have 

been taken it. 

I: Sure. 

NB: And those that have been taken at demonstrations and then you 

know what would you do I mean with the liberal party side of 

us I mean we are having joined meetings with what was left be 

called you know because sort not consulted 

I: Nevil 

NB: Sattoo ______ with Mayakersol _______ Reg Mayako was 

to die eventually you know inside and so on holy meetings you 

know and I was being recorded in the first deal like I say 

you know 

come once 

stuff. 
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I: Yes. 

NB: And they noted in the very comments of the ability to be 

afraid to be posted closely posted we didn't give them any 

titles yes oh __________________ we just say 

I: Ha. Real communists quite if there ever were I mean. 

NB: So you know we we had although. 

I: Yes . 

NB: So I think there is this very strong sense that it would be 

extremely difficult to stay under cover in a way which it I 

think was easier to handle has pay and stay Peg talk. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But then also I was you know in the Economics Department ah 

and write it down Reg shipped down 

I: Yes. 

NB: And although it took a little time to surface I was beginning 

to growth was picking up by 1964 the stock exchange was 

starting to boom I can remember for the first time in my life 

sitting and talking about it going away wake up for the start 

exchange. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And you know what was happening about it . 

I: Yes. 

NB: And at the saints growing in we are of concern about you know 

what let me it was partly Herbert Cook Hook who was you know 
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he promised Eckbert Edward from whose department I have been 

recruited improving for or I didn't improve it himself 

I: Yes. 

NB: ________ or head or had an Africa trip and came back and 

spoke about it you know in gross relations and other ostosis 

and a strong sense of there being economic problems which lie 

ahead not alone really facing the early years of independence 

and so on and. 

I: Not more yes. 

NB: And implicit in therefore as we have got to watch it you know 

both the political objectives are important but if you destroy 

the economy if you . 

I: Yes. 

NB: You know and that came to worry me increasingly and although 

they were I mean there were two descant harvest -------

horrors in between at the one end it didn't look as though it 

was going to be a poor eat certainly not for us there but as 

the thing really didn't go off the ground full swing to do 

anything but if you did do anything that would be even 

problematic you know dangerous and you know becoming aware of 

poverty and also the eastern pack return and maybe in James 

Town or something I have never seen on actually. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And overlooking a k.ind of rail road farms that apparently cut 
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across things that people really were you know of concerning 

so for those kinds of reasons I think it could be true to say 

that certainly by the middle of 1964. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I more I think than the others three had got to the stage 

where I you know I was in the thing but increasingly unhappy 

about it and I can remember a visitor gave Dave Innis . 

I: Yes. 

NB: I think I knew that he was in but nothing hard past and among 

I knew it could not be Larado --------

I: Yes. 

NB: And a sort of conservative need me versus some what more 

radical errands and arguments breaking out and running through 

the a whole evening you know together about what we are 

ta l king about. 

I: Evans arguing that some activity was still essential just to 

keep it in the pocket kind of thing. 

NB: I think that I but I really do not have clear memory I think 

that is probably so but also I think on more specific you know 

we are taking a more kind of optimistic you know beginning 

really to buy a kind of what became you know the guardian kind 

of line but. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But that growth and how Herbert use to emphasize this alot you 

know labour shortage was some one really didn't envy workers 
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of action rules and stuff of that sort you know which were 

important to me at that stage. 

I : Yes . 

NB: I was really beginning to cease on that kind of thing and I 

think Evans not disposed need to take that kind of thing 

no. 

I: Condition. No. 

NB: Dismissing as insignificant given you know that they all 

agreed and structure of the Christians and so 

I: Yes . And despite all that you kept on meeting for a year and 

a half really until your group was broken open I mean you kept 

on working the day of our interview 

NB: Not only t h a t but in this period I mean I and this is a far 

more personal reflection I mean I really behaved kind of ah 

what is the word I am looking for I behaved quite 

irresponsibly at once said without need judgement. I mean a 

coloured sack bowl whatever it was really called a fellow's 

whose name you know I cannot recall. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But I have known seriously you know the contex t that we have 

had with these people who are that and we are reasonable in 

the eastern hemisphere . 

I: Yes. 

NB: With the MC people and the AMC Allied people as long as I 

learned whites 
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I: Ha. 

NB: Came to me now what I am not sure about is why he came but 

said that orders had come down from Dili or Qatar or something 

or rather that some guy in the township who was going to be 

there with him some more how important case had to be taken 

off and did we have a gun. 

I : Oh. 

NB: Now I don't think that this was an informal set up for Christ 

east aid sort with would the thing eventually lift and you 

know. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And instead of saying bugger off. 

I: They do not do that yes . 

NB: I said well actually as a matter of interest we don't but tell 

me more. 

I: But he knew you were involved with some group. 

NB: Well you see I think perhaps the most I architect you I cannot 

remember I think not I think he we were liberals and the kind 

of kind of liberals who were sympathetic to I mean they were 

an underground structure and for and we were and we knew them 

and we were sympathetic and so I think he it. 

I: Yes. 

NB: It was doing that business. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Rather than that I was in a group. 
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I: Yes. 

NB: So I had I had got as far I mean r went on night time trips 

with h i m sharing this sort of from this house to t heir house 

in the bloody townships ah looking for somebody who was going 

to take us to somebody else you k now that kind of zone job. 

I: Oh really he would need a car I suppose yes. 

NB: Yes . 

I: Yes. 

NB: And fortunately you know while they are quite jailed and I 

have got as far as booking a plane trip like this you see 

Nevil _ _ _ ____ knows really what I can have I cannot o ne-

hundred percent I cannot say no I mean I am not tough enou gh 

you know and so I got myself inv olved. 

I : Yes. 

NB: And so I got myself involved in all this business and they are 

always needing our help but saying I booked you know a flight 

and at the moment a h ell bird or a man's voice to 

be punished and she booked it and the hell wives are funny 

I: Yes. 

NB : Oh I was going to find out I asked the guys down you know in 

the just to pay 

I: _______ and in fact Eddy had a gun actually. 

NB: And in fact b l ow me down and I was working in my study one day 

on a weekend and there was Eddy kind of climbing around the 
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NB: Well he said we do have a gun but their there are problems 

with it and supply like some license store ____ ___ and he 

give this license to somebody and we trace it and yes he would 

probably will also but I am afraid I just cannot remember it 

that they tried if they don't have your 

I: It might have been more technical rather than working 

NB: He just you know at a practical level although nothing was 

stolen to be so you know. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I mean that whole business was so yes you know I let myself I 

mean at least that there was kind of conspiracy that was 

involved in and worried me when I was inside but if this guy 

when you were you would be taken in and told you know what I 

have done them and so on and that I could get mad nailed on that. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Ah. 

I: But and it also pushes you over the edge because they that is 

one of the issues isn't it? I wondered whether you have ever 

discussed the question of parting harming people. 

NB: Yes. 
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I: I mean the movement was very committed to not harming their 

people. 

NB: Yes. 

I: And T just wondered whether you remembered any discussions 

that you might have on that issue. I just wondered whether 

when Nevil perhaps recruited you did you say oh no does that 

mean I have to go and kill people? 

NB: I think that at the stage that you say I mean I in a moment 

there is no clear. 

I: No. 

NB : It suddenly brings back to me that they did I heard discussion 

about I mean there was courses for instance when I believe the 

railway line was a signal thing that at one stage and I think 

I was actually down in Cape Town at the surgery what happened 

in the world's famous 

I: Yes. 

NB: And so on but discussion about you know whether you should 

construe text all over the the outside you know observatory 

ground you know that everybody is tired tires got punctured 

and. 

I: Yes . 

NB: And you know things of that sort or . 

I: Yes. 

NB: And I have just remembered that that also was the end only 

Ricki rockey that I ever went on was that the one training 
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thing with Eddy and then a rockey thing with Eddy . 

I : Yes. 

NB: They went up to some government guard orchard _______ on 

top of Cape Town I looked around because there was this 

personal support _____ you know putting sand in it the 

tanks or or some how you know getting at at government 

vehicles. 

I: Yes. 

NB: And there was this suspicion of having looked around and the 

geography of the place and the dining room on top of on the 

other thing like I am fairly certain that with Cohen at some 

stage or another you know ah my impression is that I took with 

you that I was gaining a foot set for life. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Provided you know what it looked at the top and bottom and 

around and it might work and it would get you towards an your 

objectives and so that I moved quite. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So that I'd moved quite far away from and I actually thought 

about Portugal so it was quite clear in my head that if an 

evolution in the government came to power it wouldn't 

initially be a liberal one. 

I: Yes. 

NB: It wouldn't be restricted by you know it wouldn't work out 

conventions and that you know if the blame bloody white right 
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was going to blow the gold mines. 

I:- Yes. 

NB: You would coach a little boy if necessary to find out who his 

father was you know who had the stuff so that I. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So I had did a certain amount of going ahead and t hinki ng 

about you know where my morals and strengths were and. 

I: Sure. 

NB: And they were quite far out at least in my head. 

I : s ure. 

NB: But I felt that I had so I thought you know to do that to know 

roughly what ah what the moral geography was in this world 

that I want an understanding to. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But certainly at no stage that I was yes and I think you know 

the Iber ian and the Cuban things I mean at the end of 1962 and 

quoted in James Town the year that I did all the secretary 

stuff. 

I: Yes. 

NB: I actually organized a weekend wor k shop you know of the 

liberal party in which he called us useless membership and 

what not. 

I: For the liberal party. Yes. 

NB: But it had quite a nice tie. 

I: Yes. 
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NB: But I talked about I mean you know my fund because by that 

stage it was in the my work there 

I: Yes. 

NB: Was to try t o confront people ah what is our problem because 

of the liberal party we were going to talk play to get no 

where. 

I: Yes. Did you want to get some where? Where there any other 

ways to get any where? 

NB: Yes . 

I: And ah you know I talked about having been in impressed as 

many people were by the apparent ease with which you know the 

Cuban 

NB: Yes. 

I: Yes . 

NB: ________________ thing that 

worked through. 

I: Yes. 

NB: Had appeared to be a tough kind of solitarian regime and so 

on. 

I: Yes. 

NB: So in my head quite clearly I mean the emotion of the gorilla 

wall and anti-personnel stuff I think was in place I didn't 

have problems about that. 

I: About that yes. 

NB: Whether now here was the time to do it in South Africa. I 
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don't think that I was convinced about that at all . 

I: Yes. 

NB: And went along with the view to start with that you know once 

you begin with it anti-property anti- you know things ah and 

see how how things went. 

I: Yes. 

NB: But then since the gathering conviction was that this was 

inappropriate and we are not going to get a nything else 

supposedly ah the devotion of the bill of warfare had 

proceeded receded but I think the notion of taking out . 

I: Yes. 

NB: But I think the notion of taking out somebody who was a 

trader. 

I: Yes. 

NB~ Which is you know this thing had a rough developed to that yes 

I am not ---------
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